ORDINANCE NO. 97-058

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 95-059 ENTITLED: "AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES IN THE USE OF PUBLIC PLACES AND SPACES IN THE CITY OF NAGA FOR PURPOSES OF VENDING ALL KINDS OF ARTICLES AND COMMODITIES DURING THE PEÑAFRANCIA FESTIVITIES" SPECIFICALLY SECTION 6 THEREOF:-

Be it ordained by the Sangguniang Panlungsod of the City of Naga, that:

SECTION 1. - SECTION 6 of Ordinance No. 95-059 entitled: "An ordinance establishing guidelines in the use of public places and spaces in the City of Naga for purposes of vending all kinds of articles and commodities during the Peñafrancia Festivities" is hereby amended, now to read as follows:

"SECTION 6. - Only public spaces located at the ramps leading to the third floor of the Naga City Public Supermarket as are indicated by the Market Awards Committee and to include these spaces not occupied by stallholders at the third floor of the said market are to be leased to transient vendors on a first-come, first-served basis and at rates provided for under Section 2A, 2B, 2C & 2D of Ordinance No. 96-040 of the City of Naga such provision of which are being adopted en-toto by this ordinance and appended hereto as part of the same.

The vacant spaces at the Riverside between the Public Supermarket and the Naga River revetment shall likewise be leased to transient vendors whose articles and commodities match those vendors now occupying the area.

Special occupancies by transient vendors of certain sidestreets during special occasions. Some Sidestreets in the City maybe occupied by transient vendors during special occasions such as Peñafrancia Festivities (Sept. 1 to Oct. 15) and Trade and Industrial Fairs (maximum of two (2) fairs for any group in a year) for a period of thirty (30) days from date of issuance of permit by charging them special rates, to wit;

a. At vacant spaces along Panganiban Avenue on the right side going to Legaspi City in between Bongalo-type commercial buildings at the rate of P2, 000.00 per booth (2x2 m) from corner Misericordia St. to corner Hospital road.

b. At vacant spaces along Peñafrancia Avenue outside the walls of the Camarines Sur National High School up to the gate of the Bicol College of Arts and Trade at a rate of P4, 000.00 per booth (2x2 m).

c. Inside private lots along both sides of Barlin Street and Peñafrancia Avenue, Balatas Road, and Magsaysay Avenue. - Vendors here pay
rentals with arrangement from private lots owners thereof and pays the required fees at the City Treasury in the amount of P3,000.00 per stall provided that no stalls are constructed to protrude into the sidewalks & roadsides.

d. All food and softdrinks booths shall be allowed only at the outside walls of the Metropolitan Cathedral annex patio at the rate of P1,500.00 per booth.

e. Selling of RTWs and similar items are hereby prohibited along the above-mentioned streets except in private lots.

These above-mentioned rates or fees shall include Mayor's permit, business tax, sanitary permit, garbage fee and fire inspection fee.

SECTION 2. - This ordinance shall take effect upon its approval and publication in a local newspaper of general circulation.


WE HEREBY CERTIFY to the correctness of the foregoing ordinance.

J. ANTONIO A. AMPARADO
City Secretary

LOURDES V. ASENCE, M.D.
City Vice Mayor & Presiding Officer

APPROVED:

JESSE M. ROBREDO
City Mayor